Aeronautical and space applications, but more generally various engineering issues, are concerned with noise of high-speed jets. This comprehensive review provides a summary of noise generated by supersonic round jets, including mixing noise, Mach wave radiation, broadband shock-cell noise and screech tones, examines efforts to understand the physics involved, and introduces recent numerical and experimental developments regarding high speed jet noise. It outlines also aerospace applications with topics such as rocket supersonic jet impinging a flame deflector installed on launch pads.
Introduction
High speed jet noise have been the subject of many experimental and theoretical studies in the past, but current projects involving supersonic jet noise in aeronautical and space applications stimulate new studies in high-speed jet noise. Advances in the direct computation of aerodynamic noise and near-field acoustics, combined with the increase in computing resources, as well as numerous developments in aeroacoustics methods, make possible original investigations regarding noise generation mechanisms, the assessment of models and the optimized design of new systems. Spectacular progress has also been made in the experimental techniques and signal processing to characterize the jet flow and its acoustics. The complementarity between all these approaches is critical to develop insightful research.
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overall picture of noise generated by a supersonic jet, including mixing noise, Mach waves, broadband shock-associated noise and screech. The review concisely examines the efforts of recent work to identify noise generation mechanisms in high-speed jets. There are already several contributions in this direction, for example Seiner (1984) , Tam (1995) , Raman (1999) or Morris (2007) to mention a few. The reader is invited to refer to the numerous references cited in these reviews, as well as to references given in the papers that are here mentioned. Furthermore, numerical and experimental techniques themselves are deliberately not discussed in the following. Their importance is however well known, as the choice of a smaller model in terms of Reynolds number and the prescription of consistent boundary conditions. Finally, only round jets are considered in the present text. There are many similarities between round and rectangular jets, but also some differences.
The text is organized as follows. Noise of perfectly expanded jets is presented in Section 2, with the contribution of the turbulent mixing noise and of Mach wave radiation. Nonlinear effects are also emphasized. Section 3 deals with shock-cell noise, including the broadband and tonal components. Aero and space applications are finally illustrated in Section 4, with the case of a supersonic jet impinging an inclined flat plate, modeling the presence of a flame deflector on a launch pad. André, Castelain and Bailly (2013) . Note that the observer (listener) angle θ is taken from the jet flow direction x.
Noise of perfectly expanded supersonic jets
A brief description of a supersonic jet flow is first presented in order to introduce the main parameters which will be used throughout this text. The jet operating point is determined by the nozzle pressure ratio (NPR), defined as the ratio between the reservoir or stagnation pressure p t and the ambient pressure p ∞ . The jet is sonic for a NPR greater than a critical value, given by (γ + 1)/2 γ/(γ−1) ≃ 1.89 for an ideal air flow, where γ is the specific heat ratio. The jet can be equivalently characterized by its fully expanded Mach number M j = [2/(γ − 1)(NPR (γ−1)/γ − 1)] 1/2 assuming a quasi-onedimensional isentropic flow. This Mach number corresponds to the design Mach number M d of a convergent-divergent nozzle which should be considered to obtain a shock-free jet at this given NPR, and the exit pressure p e at the nozzle exit is then equal to the ambient pressure p ∞ . For a simple convergent nozzle, M d = 1, and the supersonic jet is underexpanded (p e > p ∞ ) for NPR values larger than the critical value.
For a perfectly expanded high-speed jet, obtained consequently from a convergent-divergent nozzle operating at its design pressure ratio, jet noise is then only produced by turbulent mixing. As an illustration, acoustic spectra measured for three different nozzles at the same operating condition M j = 1.30, and for a given observer angle θ = 110 o downstream from the jet axis, are shown in Figure 1 . They are plotted as a function of the Strouhal number St = f D/u j , where D is the nozzle throat diameter. The solid gray line corresponds to the noise radiated with a convergent plain nozzle, including mixing noise, screech and broadband shock-associated noise. Screech can be suppressed by using a notched convergent nozzle, as demonstrated by Bridges and Wernet (2008) or André, Castelain and Bailly (2013) , and the experimental result is displayed in solid black line. It can be observed that the broadband shock-associated noise, and more globally the turbulent flow, is strongly affected by the presence of high-amplitude screech tones. This is discussed further in Section 3.2. The mixing noise component can be identified by operating a convergent-divergent nozzle at on-design Mach number, the measured acoustic spectrum is displayed in dashed gray line. Mixing noise does not appear to be modified by the broadband shock-associated noise, by comparison with the spectrum measured with the notched convergent nozzle in solid black line. This methodology for isolating mixing noise from broadband shock-associated noise, has been used by Tanna (1977a Tanna ( , 1977b or Seiner and Yu (1984) for instance.
Initial conditions play a critical role on the turbulent development and acoustic field of jets. The influence of nozzleexit parameters such as the Reynolds number, the mean velocity profile or characteristics of the boundary layer have been identified as important parameters, mainly from experiments. To achieve highly controlled conditions, and thus carefully investigate effects of each parameter, high-fidelity numerical simulations appear, however, to be more attractive. Turbulent features in round jets are expected to be independent of the Reynolds number provided it is sufficiently high, classically for a threshold between velocity, nozzle exit diameter, and kinematic molecular viscosity, respectively. As a result, a trip of the boundary layer is often required in numerical simulations to obtain turbulence levels in agreement with experiments at the nozzle exit, since the boundary layer developing inside the nozzle is generally poorly resolved for such values of the Reynolds number. Detailed reviews regarding flow development and sound emission can be found in Bogey et al. (2012 Bogey et al. ( , 2013 .
Turbulent mixing noise
Mixing noise of supersonic jets can be first physically interpreted as a continuation of the subsonic regime as M j increases. Definition of jet noise sources has however been a long-standing controversy, refer to Tam et al. (1996) , Morris (2007) and Tam et al. (2008a) for argumented discussions, but a widely shared view is that mixing noise is produced by two distinct noise mechanisms.
A first noise source is associated with the quasi-periodic passing of large-scale turbulent structures near the end of the potential core, where the flow is strongly intermittent and where the surrounding ambient fluid is entrained and accelerated inside the turbulent jet (Juvé et al., 1980; Camussi et al., 1999; De Cacqueray et al., 2014) . This source is predominant in the downstream direction, and can be modeled as the acoustic radiation of linear instability waves for convectively supersonic flows, as developed by Tam and Burton (1984) . Further details concerning mathematical formulations, numerical results and references can be found in the two reviews provided by Tam (1995) and Morris (2010) . Tam & Hu (1989) carried out a comprehensive stability study of the dispersion relation for highspeed compressible jets. They found two additional families of wave solutions, beside the familiar Kelvin-Helmholtz instability waves. The first one corresponds to unstable acoustic modes propagating with a supersonic phase velocity with respect the ambient medium, when the jet velocity is larger than the sum of the speeds of sound inside and outside of the jet. These supersonic instability waves may also generate Mach waves. The second family corresponding to subsonic acoustic waves will be presented later. Remarkable experimental visualizations of the three families of instability waves and interpretations have been performed since the eighties by Oertel, Seiler & Srulijes (2013) .
For convectively subsonic flows, the initial growth of large scales is still linear, but the decay and breakdown of these structures is governed by the turbulent energy cascade involving nonlinear interactions. An experimental illustration is provided by Panda et al. (2005) with the correlation of a turbulent quantity in the jet plume with the far-field sound pressure fluctuations for subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers. Based on a Rayleigh scattering technique, measurements are nonintrusive and indicate a drop of the correlation for a subsonic convective Mach number. More recently, Sinha et al. (2014) have revisited radiation of instability waves in supersonic jets by solving the parabolized stability equations for a mean turbulent flow obtained by a high-fidelity large-eddy simulation. They found that compressible linear stability theory accurately describes the growing of flow disturbances, and its associated Mach wave radiation, but the agreement in the decay region is much poorer. Paradoxically, a single spectral shape of acoustic spectra is experimentally observed in the downstream direction, for subsonic and supersonic jets (Viswanathan, 2006) . The second source is linked to the turbulent mixing in the shear layer, and involves smaller turbulent scales, the so-called fine scales, by comparison to larger scales of coherent structures. This component has an almost isotropic directivity, is masked in the downstream direction but dominates in the sideline direction.
These two components of jet noise have been characterized by Tam, Golebiowski and Seiner (1996) and Viswanathan (2004 Viswanathan ( , 2006 by examining a large experimental database of jet mixing noise. As an illustration, acoustic spectra measured at θ = 30 o and θ = 90 o are shown in Figure 2 for a perfectly expanded supersonic jet at M j = 1.30. The two semiempirical spectra associated with the two jet noise mechanims introduced above, are also plotted in dashed lines (Tam et al., 1996) , by matching the frequencies and the peak levels. A combination of these two spectra should be applied to fit data at other angles. There is a difference of about 20 dB in amplitude, with a Strouhal peak of St = 0.17 for the downstream acoustic radiation, and a Strouhal peak of St = 0.29 in the sideline direction. Expressions such as low-and high-frequency noise should thus be used with caution.
Numerical simulations play a primary role for studying jet noise mechanisms. The direct calculation of aerodynamic noise has indeed made spectacular progress over the two last decades. The increase in computational resources, advances in the development of low-dispersion and low-dissipation numerical schemes as well as in aeroacoustics methods have enabled to solve the unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations by including the acoustic field as part of the simulation. The goal of computational aeroacoustics should not be to provide only one large numerical experiment, but also to develop detailed studies, in order to identify and understand the role of various parameters such as Reynolds numbers, Tam, Golebiowski and Seiner (1996) are also plotted as dashed lines. Data provided by André, Castelain and Bailly (2013) .
see Bogey & Marsden (2013) for instance, in a controlled environment. Jet noise sources can then be directly investigated by using the causality method in which cross-correlations between flow quantities inside the jet and the radiated sound pressure are calculated , as carried out by De Cacqueray & Bogey (2014) for an overexpanded high-speed jet. With the aim to compute noise produced by rocket jets, Nonomura and Fujii (2010) have investigated the influence of overexpansion effects on the radiation of Mach waves, keeping M j = 3 with 3 ≤ M d ≤ 4, by large-eddy simulation. They found that the formation of a Mach disk in the first shock-cell enhances shear-layer mixing, and that Mach waves are then emitted much closer to the nozzle. Another illustration has been recently provided by Ryu, Lele & Viswanathan (2014) . Using the large-eddy simulation data base by Bodony & Lele (2005) , they show that the supersonic wave components of the flow, responsible of Mach wave radiation, scale as the eighth power of the jet velocity.
Similar approaches have been also developed in experiments. Beamformed flow-acoustic correlations have been studied by Papamoschou et al. (2010) for a cold supersonic jet at Mach 1.75 for instance. Higher coherence levels are measured with respect to correlations between two single probes, and the contribution of large scales in the main radiation direction is stressed. Moreover, identification of large turbulent structures or instability waves as the dominant contribution for mixing noise in high-speed jet flows has motivated the development of active control for noise reduction, but also for the increase of mass entrainment or mixing enhancement. References can be found in Samimy et al. (2007) with the study of a round supersonic jet at Mach 1.3, and Sinha et al. (2010) for a Mach 0.9 jet at moderate Reynolds number.
Nonlinear propagation effects and crackle
Nonlinear effects are found to be quite significant in the sound propagation of high-speed jet noise (Gee et al., 2008) . Waveform distortions and formation of weak shock waves leading to a series of N-shaped waves are clearly observed in measurements. They can be quantified from experiments, based on a generalized Burgers equation, as studied by Baars et al. (2014a) for a perfectly expanded laboratory jet at Mach 3. These authors provide guidelines to ensure that a model-scale and a full-scale jet will give same nonlinear propagation effects.
De Cacqueray and Bogey (2014) have investigated an overexpanded supersonic jet at Mach 3.3 by large-eddy simulation. They performed two far-field wave extrapolations from the near-field data, by solving the linearized Euler equations in one case, and the full Euler equations in the other. Pressure signals recorded at four distances from the nozzle exit, and for an observer angle close to the peak directivity angle, are shown in Figure 3 . The numerical pressure signals determined at r = 30D from both acoustic computations are on the whole similar. Differences due to nonlinear effects can however be observed, as is the case at time t − τ ≃ 190 for instance. As the propagation distance from the nozzle exit increases, the changes between the two signals are stronger. The pressure signal calculated using the full Euler equations gradually have a lower amplitude than that calculated using the linear Euler equations. Weak shock waves also appear in the nonlinear case, leading to a series of N-shaped waves in the signal at r = 120D in Figure 3(d) . Consequently, far-field acoustic spectra are affected with an energy transfer from the spectral peak to the higher frequencies as the propagation distance increases. As an illustration, the peak level observed around θ = 60
• is reduced by about 5 dB at r = 120D for this laboratory jet (D = 32 mm).
These acoustic sawtooth-like structures generate a specific noise, known as the crackle sound, perceived in the farfield of supersonic jets. Crackle can be characterized by estimating indicators of nonlinearity such as the skewness values of pressure signals, but also by using more elaborated algorithms (Mora et al, 2014) . A recent review and study is provided by Baars and Tinney (2014b) . Crackle appears to be sensitive to nozzle lip modification or to the presence of chevrons, which suggest that this particular noise would be generated by the turbulent flow itself, and not by nonlinear effects during the far-field propagation (Nichols et al., 2013) .
Noise of shock-containing supersonic jets
With the presence of a shock-cell structure in the supersonic jet core, an additional component to the mixing noise is produced, as already illustrated in Figure 1 . For a convergent nozzle, the Mach number at the nozzle exit is still equal to unity for higher values of NPR, but the exit pressure p e no longer matches the ambient pressure p ∞ . As a result, a weak shock-cell structure appears inside the transonic jet to adapt the pressure field to this ambient pressure, as shown schematically in Figure 4 , and the jet is said underexpanded since p e > p ∞ . The opposite situation occurs in overexpanded jet. Shock noise is composed of screech, characterized by high-amplitude discrete tones, and of broadband shock-associated noise, characterized by a broadband hump dominating mixing noise in the upstream direction. These two additional components of turbulent mixing noise can be clearly identified in Figure 1. 
Broadband shock-cell noise
Harper- Bourne & Fisher (1973) provided one of the first comprehensive description of broadband noise by shockcontaining jets. Their model is based on a phased array of monopoles along the jet axis, by assuming that noise is generated when shock tips intersect the jet shear layer, and that adjacent sources of the quasi-regular shock-cell structure Fig. 4 Diagram of underexpanded supersonic jet illustrating screech noise. The quasi-periodic shock-cell structure is generated by expansion fans from the nozzle lip, which reflect on the sonic line boundary of the jet plume. The feedback wave is often generated between the second and the fifth shock cell by shock -vortex interaction, the location resulting of a balance between the growth of instability waves from the nozzle lip and the strength of the shock-cells. The acoustic wave travels toward the nozzle lip, and the resonant screech loop is maintained by a receptivity mechanism at the nozzle.
are correlated (Harper-Bourne, 2002) . The far-field results from interference of these sources, with a peak frequency for the hump given by
where u c is the convection velocity of large structures, L sh is the mean shock cell-spacing, M c = u c /c ∞ is the convection Mach number and c ∞ is the ambient speed of sound. The peak frequency f p increases as the observer angle θ decreases toward the jet axis direction, and the Doppler factor reflects convection of flow disturbances along consecutive shock-cells. An estimation of L sh is provided by Tam nozzles. Furthermore, broadband shock-cell noise sources appear to be located relatively far from the nozzle exit (Seiner, 1984) .
The directivity of shock noise emission can also be modeled in considering the interaction of instability waves, represented as a progressive wave in the jet flow direction x, that is u t ∼ e i(αx−ωt) where α ≃ ω/u c is the axial wavenumber and ω = 2π f the angular frequency, with the quasi-periodic steady shock-cell structure u sh ∼ cos(k sh x) with k sh = 2π/L sh , as developed by Tam and Tanna (1982) . The resulting source term for shock-cell noise generation is then given by
The first term corresponds to a traveling wave W − of phase velocity v
For values of k sh slightly greater than α, this phase velocity is negative and greater than the ambient speed of sound c ∞ . Mach waves can thus be generated in the upstream direction, as illustrated in Figure 5 , with an emission angle such that cos θ = c ∞ /v − ϕ . Expression (1) of the frequency peak f p is recovered from this radiation condition. The spectral broadening around f p can be explained by the variations of the convection velocity and of the amplitude of the wavepacket, not introduced here. Regarding waves W + in Eq. (2), the phase velocity v
, is positive and always smaller than the convection velocity u c , so less capable of radiating Mach waves. Furthermore, Tam & Tanna (1982) showed that the acoustic intensity of broadband shock-associated noise is proportional to
2 for a convergent-divergent nozzle, which generalizes
Harper-Bourne & Fisher's result for convergent nozzles. More detail experimental results can be found in Viswanathan et al. (2010) and André et al. (2013) .
Various engineering issues are concerned with shock-cell noise, including acoustic fatigue for military aircraft and interior noise for civil aircraft. In the latter case, the secondary stream of commercial engines is underexpanded during the climb and cruise phases of a flight, as illustrated in Figure 6 . Viswanathan (2008b, 2009a) have numerically generalized the previous analytical approach by solving the linearized Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations to compute the noise of dual-stream jets issued from a separate nozzle. Morris & Miller (2010) developed a numerical model to predict shock-cell noise, in extending what has been done for mixing noise in the framework of statistical modelling, and by including flight effects in the context of aeronautical applications. The inputs of such models are provided by a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes solution. Role of the nozzle contour on acoustics and thrust has been investigated by Cuppoletti et al. (2014) from large-eddy simulations and comparison with measurements. They showed through improved nozzle design, that the jet thrust can be significantly increased while avoiding acoustic penalties. Measurements for conical convergent-divergent nozzles can also be found in Munday et al. (2011) . The use of chevrons combined with a fluidic injection is considered in Heeb et al. (2010) 
Screech
Noise of shock-containing supersonic jets has a broadband component, and has also a screech component constituted of a few discrete tones, which can be easily identified in the full spectrum (solid gray line) of Figure 1 . On the contrary to broadband shock-cell noise, tone frequencies are however independent of the observer position. Screech is generally observed for laboratory jets and on military twin-engine aircraft for instance, but not on civil aircraft engines. As already mentioned in Section 2, screech is however known to have a strong impact on the turbulent flow dynamics and the radiated sound field, its suppression is consequently an essential effort for only studying broadband shock-associated noise.
Screech has been discovered by Powell (1953) for rectangular and round choked jets, and a review is provided by Raman (1999) . This tonal noise is induced by a feedback mechanism along the mixing layer of the jet. Vortical structures are generated at the nozzle lip, and are convected downstream in the mixing layer. These perturbations interact with shock-cells and create acoustic waves that propagate upstream to the nozzle lip in the ambient medium, and then trigger subsequent instability waves, which form new vortical structures along the shear layer bounding the jet, as illustrated in Figure 4 . This loop is resonant for some frequencies which are the fundamental screech frequency and its harmonics. Basically, four distinct modes associated with instability waves developing in the shear layer have been identified. Using the conventional terminology for a cold round jet issued from a convergent nozzle, axisymmetric modes A 1 and A 2 are observed for a fully expanded jet Mach number of less than about 1.3, see Powell et al. (1992) , Ponton and Seiner (1992) , Raman (1999) and André et al. (2011) for documented experiments among others. At higher Mach numbers, sinuous or flapping mode B and helical mode C can be identified, whereas mode D is now classified as a sinuous/flapping mode. Thanks to progress in flow and acoustic measurements, these screech modes can be investigated in detail, see for instance Panda (1999) , André et al. (2011) and Edgington-Mitchell et al. (2014) for circular jets. Moreover, various subtle behaviours occur regarding mode switching, rotation of the symmetrical plane, generation of the flapping modes, installation effects, flight effects or screech cessation. For the latter, Raman (1997) has shown that the excessive expansion of the jet boundary at high NPR may induce an aerodynamic blockage of feedback near the nozzle lip.
Powell proposed a simple acoustic model to explain the frequency selection. By considering the axisymmetric mode as an illustration, the pressure field results from a phased array of acoustic monopole sources, each fixed source being located at the end of a periodic shock-cell with a phase shift determined by a constant convection velocity (Norum, 1983) . The screech frequency f s is obtained by imposing that all the acoustic waves reach the nozzle lip in phase, which provides
where n is an integer. In other words, the sum of the convection time of vortical structures along the shear layer plus the acoustical return time to the nozzle lip is an integer of the screech oscillation periods. The directivity of the fundamental and its first harmonic are also well estimated with this model. A more detailed comparison with experiments is however not in favor of the model. For instance, the convection velocity is not uniform as expected, and the frequency is actually not accurately predicted for the different modes. Furthermore, screech emission is found to be localized to a few shockcells, or even a single shock-cell, between the third and the fifth shock. Powell, Umeda and Ishii (1992) have revisited this model leading to Eq. (3). The source location is now assumed to be at a distance h from the nozzle, with n vortical structures along this distance h. In a similar way to edge tones or Rossiter modes for a cavity, the frequency is then given by
where h = n sh L sh provides the screech source position as the n sh -th shock-cell. Based on unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes simulations, Gao and Li (2010) have identified the two integers n and n sh for various modes of their computations.
Tam, Seiner and Yu (1986) consider screech is a special case of broadband shock-cell noise. The mechanism involved in noise emission is basically not different of that discussed in Section 3.1 for their shock-cell noise model, and they point out that f p → f s as θ → π. Based on numerical simulations, Shen and Tam (2002) (see also Tam et al., 2014) , verified the feedback loop for various screech modes, by recasting Eq. (1) for θ = π or equivalently Eq. (3) in the following dimensionless form k sh D − αD − k ∞ D = 0, and estimating each of the three terms. A good agreement is found for the A 1 and B modes, but not for the A 2 and C modes. For these modes, the acoustic feedback is attributed to a subsonic acoustic mode, associated with the third family of instability waves introduced in Section 2.1 for high-speed jets. This acoustic wave propagates outside of the supersonic core, in the upstream direction and guided by the jet. The two acoustic feedback mechanisms have been simultaneously observed, leading to two distinct frequencies of screech tones. For completeness, another point of view is chosen by Panda (1999) , based on experimental observations of a stationary wave of wavelength L sw for the near pressure field. The characteristic length L sh is then replaced by L sw = 2π/(α + k ∞ ) where k ∞ = ω/c ∞ .
Vortex-shock interaction leading to acoustic emission has been examined in detail by Suzuki and Lele (2003) . They have shown that shock leaks through the shear layer near the saddle points of vorticity, and creates a pressure gradient that propagates in the near field with a quasi-circular wave front, covering a wide range of angles including the upstream direction. This shock-leakage mechanism has been identified in three-dimensional numerical simulations of a rectangular screeching jet by Berland et al. (1997) , and screech source is found near the third shock-cell in this particular case.
Aero and space applications
High-speed jets are naturally present in aerospace applications. On aircraft carrier flight decks, the presence of tactical aircraft generates noise levels in excess of 150 dB, inducing serious health and safety concerns for personnel. Jet blast deflectors are employed to divert the flow of high-temperature exhaust away for conventional takeoff and landing, but the jet impingement produces additional noise. Furthermore, intense tones can be generated thanks to self-sustaining acoustic feedbacks already mentioned in Section 3.2 for screech noise (see Henderson et al., 2005 and Gojon et al., 2015) .
Another example is provided with rocket motors commonly used in aerospace applications. Such motors equip the launch vehicules, such as Vega and SRB's (solid rocket boosters) of Ariane 5 in Europe, SRBs of the Space Shuttle in the United States and Epsilon rockets and HIIA/B SRBs in Japan. When an SRB ignites, strong transient pressure waves are generated and expelled out the nozzle. These transient pressure waves are called ignition overpressure (IOP). When these motors ignite in a silo, the expelled pressure waves reflect from the silo floor and propagate up over the vehicle. When these motors ignite on an open launch pad, two types of pressure waves are propagated over the vehicle and surrounding structures, see Dargaud et al. (2013) . In addition to IOP, which is a very strong single transient pressure wave, weaker pressure waves are also continuously emitted from the jet structure of rocket plumes during the rocket liftoff stage. Prediction of these weak pressure waves which are called rocket plume acoustics, is very important because both satellite and rocket vehicles are exposed to severe structural vibration environments induced by this sound field.
Design of a new launch pad with the goal of reducing noise generated by a rocket plume is obviously a great challenge, and required the use of computational aeroacoustics to aid in the development of noise reduction concepts. A comprehensive review of these computational studies for practical problems is provided by Fujii et al. (2010) . Among the various topics, which must be solved, it is desirable to get a complete view of the sound source distributions when the supersonic jet impinges the deflector of the launch pad. An example of such studies is illustrated in Figure 7 , where snapshots of the acoustic pressure field (in color) and of the aerodynamic pressure field (in gray) computed by large-eddy simulation are shown for two geometrical configurations, and for a cold and a hot supersonic jet. For each pressure field, the authors indicate three source regions. Sound waves (i) and (iii) correspond to Mach wave generated by the supersonic jet, and by the supersonic boundary layer along the inclined flat plate, whereas sound waves are directly linked to the impingement noise. The influence of the temperature is also discussed in the study. More recent analysis by Honda et al. (2011) and Nagata et al. (2013) have identified two types of flow structures, which are responsible for noise generation of the sound waves (ii). A correct estimation of the low frequency noise perceived by the laucher is required to accurately describe and model these three source regions as a function of the distance between the nozzle and the impinging point. More recently, Tatsukawa et al. (2015) have performed a multiobjective aeroacoustic design optimization by evaluating 2500 configurations. The idea is to reduce the overall radiated noise by changing the curve of the deflector, but in also minimizing the deflector deformation with respect to a simple flate plate inclined at 45
• . The authors show that the contribution of sound waves (ii) is mainly reduced.
In 2013, JAXA was successful in more than 10 dB SPL (sound pressure level) reduction for a newly-developed Epsilon rocket compared to previous M-V rocket by the improvement of launching pad design of the Uchinoura space center. Computational studies by Tstutumi et al. (2015) contributed a lot for this reduction. Two space agencies, JAXA and CNES continue collaborative research for the better estimation of rocket plume acoustics. Recently, NASA becomes strongly interested in the estimation of rocket plume acoustics, as the new heavy-lift Space Launch System (SLS) is under development. With the progress of computer capability together with basic study for the nature of rocket plume acoustics, computational approach will contribute more and more to the estimation and reduction of rocket plume acoustics.
Concluding remarks
Significant work has been carried out during the last two decades to identify noise generation mechanisms in highspeed round jets, and these efforts are concisely examined in this review to provide a general picture of noise generated by a supersonic jet, including mixing noise, Mach waves, broadband shock-associated noise and screech, has been proposed. Progress in experimental techniques as well as in numerical methods and computing resources during this period are quite spectacular. New experiments and numerical simulations have thus led to some answers, some examples are mentioned in this review, but also to new questions, in particular for shock-cell noise, but other topics such as temperature effects can be mentioned. Moreover, various models of noise generation have been developed in aeroacoustics. An insightful general approach, however, should be able to describe and predict high-speed jet noise, but also to explain failures of previous work and experimental results. Such efforts are required for a better understanding of aerodynamic noise in general. Finally, developments presented in the last section illustrate a wide field of investigation for, at least, local noise reduction, and for which our knowledge in aeroacoustics are useful.
